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How have SUNY students, faculty and staff reacted to their new
SUNYConnect OPAC? What is the experience, so far, in orienting and instructing
the SUNY community in the use of the ALEPH OPAC? Here are some comments
from some of your SUNY colleagues with direct experience:

"Instruction-wise, I have had no problems with ALEPH at all. It's
easier to use Booleans and subject headings than it was in MultiLIS
because we used to have only the one search box. Now we have a
guided search with three terms, specified by field or keyword and
joined by choice of Boolean.

"All this is in the context of teaching beginners in a very small library.
It's hard to demonstrate the importance of subject headings when the
keyword pretty well does it in a catalog this size, about 50,000
records. So I usually leave the discussion of subject headings for large
article databases, where they actually need them.

"Anyway, I am very happy with ALEPH - no complaints - and looking
forward to more and more patron-initiated services to teach them!"
Barbara Kobritz - Tompkins Cortland Community College

"For the most part students I work with at the reference desk negotiate
the opac without a problem. The major exception is the subject
heading browse list which puts you into an almost endless loop of
choices. The character cell multilis opac was far superior in this
regard. I believe improving the subject heading browse is an
enhancement request." 
David Lewis - Tompkins Cortland Community College

"From Fredonia's perspective, where we went from a text-based
system to a web-based opac, the students took to it like ducks and
water. They don't always do the most sophisticated of searches, but
they do know how to use it. Our library instruction sessions tend to
emphasize how to get the most out of ALEPH using different
searching techniques. They have to be told about what can be done if
they sign in, and we always remind them to make sure they sign out if
they do choose to sign in.

"Faculty didn't make the switch so effortlessly. We had many special
sessions introducing ALEPH to our faculty, including a series of
morning group events with coffee, tea, juice, and danish; one-on-one
instruction as they approached us; doing instruction at department
meetings (some departments actually contacted us before we contacted
them!); and whenever librarians were talking with faculty in the first
year (about anything), we'd always ask them how they were doing
with their use of ALEPH, and point out interesting little techniques
they might have missed. We have not yet begun training faculty to use
the faculty-initiated lists for course reserves, but we plan to." 

http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/default14.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14sfx.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14STBSTP.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14coredb.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14prodev.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14bi.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14updates.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/13letcontact.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/sunyergy/14links.htm
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/committees.htm
http://oswlib.library.oswego.edu:4880/ALEPH
http://sunycon1.lib.buffalo.edu:4505/ALEPH


Vincent Courtney - Fredonia

"In general, what I have been noticing from students and patrons is
that they do seem to like the web interface more then the text
commands of Elxir. The hotlinked subject headings are a big hit, and I
find it possible to easily include more information about subject
searching as a result. But I have noticed that there is a lot more
confusion about what they are seeing on the screen (screen is hard to
read); that there is more frustration since they are finding more results
they feel are irrelevant.

"One issue I have noticed is that students seem to be expecting that
everything - or at least most things- are in it in full-text. And these are
the same students that, when asked, say that they knew full-text was
not available in Elixir. The attitude is simply that if it is on the web, it
is in full-text, and it is hard to convince them otherwise. Many
students do lump anything using hyperlinks as a web source, and we
certainly see that when they use a database and they call it a search
engine! But the end result seems to be that it is more of a struggle to
make students understand that searching BearCat is a separate step in
the search process and serves a different role in their research then the
'web'.

"The other problem I have noticed is that because of the hyperlinks,
students seem to be more eager to start clicking away at anything that
may prove to be a hotlink instead of reading and thinking about it. At
least with Elixir, they had to stop and think about what they wanted to
do, and that seemed to lead to some reflection on their part about what
they were looking at. It feels like I spend as much of my time in
instruction urging students NOT to click as I do telling them TO click
on something." 
Sarah Maximiek - Binghamton

"I asked this of some of our reference/instruction librarians this
morning. They feel the students are having little to no trouble getting
around the catalog. Some specifics:

Pros -

the drop-downs on the Advanced Search screen. Everyone really
likes to select from a list of document types and formats
ability to place holds
ability to click on subject headings and refine a search with this
method

Cons -

Needing to click on "Availability" on Brief Screen is sometimes
confusing
Students mixed up by wording of Item Status on item
(availability) screen

"We had some complaints when we went live from some faculty.
However, once we showed them the Personal Circ Info feature, the
complaints stopped. We now use that (successfully) as a selling point.
An added bonus from this discussion is a short list of things people
want improved on our web page. I was pleased to get these

http://library.lib.binghamton.edu/webdocs/bearcat.html
http://oswlib.library.oswego.edu:4470/ALEPH/


suggestions!" 
Natalie Sturr - Oswego
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